Crohn's Disease

Crohn disease (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/crohns-disease) (CD) is a chronic condition caused by inflammation of the bowel. The small bowel, the colon, or both can be involved. Individuals may have periods with frequent flare-ups and periods of remission. CD is usually diagnosed by colonoscopy along with clinical symptoms, laboratory tests, and imaging. Imaging is helpful to evaluate the extent of involvement on initial diagnosis, to evaluate for residual inflammation, or to monitor response to treatment.

For individuals without a prior diagnosis of CD or individuals with known CD with a suspected flare-up, CT abdomen and pelvis (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/abdominct) with intravenous (IV) contrast, CT enterography (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/ctenterography), or MR enterography (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/mrenterography) is usually appropriate. For enterography, whether done under CT or MR, the individual has to consume approximately 1 to 1.5 L of a special liquid to help fill the small bowel. For individuals with known CD under surveillance or monitoring for treatment, MR enterography is preferred because of its lack of radiation dose.

Other imaging tests may be appropriate including MRI abdomen and pelvis (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/mri-abdomen-pelvis) without and with IV contrast when an individual is acutely ill and cannot tolerate a large volume of liquid to drink. CT abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast, fluoroscopy small-bowel follow-through (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/small-bowel-follow-thru), and MRI abdomen and pelvis without IV contrast can be performed in different situations but yield less information than CT enterography or MR enterography.

For more information, see the Crohn’s Disease page (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/crohns-disease).

— By Kristin Jordan Moore and Tasneem Lalani, MD. This information originally appeared in the Journal of the American College of Radiology.
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Note: Images may be shown for illustrative purposes. Do not attempt to draw conclusions or make diagnoses by comparing these images to other medical images, particularly your own. Only qualified physicians should interpret images; the radiologist is the physician expert trained in medical imaging.
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